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Tells the story of Thomas Edison&apos;s involvement in the development of the incandescent light

bulb. Written in graphic-novel format.
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This new graphic nonfiction series offers biographical treatments that highlight a technological

breakthrough or innovation. Though produced by various illustrators, titles are visually similar:

enticing covers, dynamic fonts, bold colors, and vibrant illustrations. Comic book-style word balloons

feature fairly sophisticated vocabulary and occasional quotes or other primary source material. Each

selection includes titled chapters, a table of contents, summary fact pages, further reading

suggestions, and recommended Internet sites. There is close correlation between the dialogue and

depicted actions and illustrations, which will provide visual reinforcement for struggling readers.

These deceptively slim volumes convey a tremendous amount of information and vocabulary, and

should attract attention from reluctant and enthusiastic readers alike. Bibliography. Glossary. Index.

Recommended. --Library Media Connection; Vol. 25, No. 7; Pages 83-84, April 2007Grabbing the

visual learner s attention, Welvaert is writing for the Graphic Library, a series, a new graphic novel



approach for nonfiction. The book uses a comic book format with brief narrative boxes and short,

semi-punchy dialogue in balloons. This book is not a biography but a piece of the inventor s life. In

this case, Thomas Edison joins others in the race to create a working light bulb. Because of the

format, the text is minimal even as the story covers a fair number of details. For example, a

narrative box explains, Edison sent people across the world to find materials for his filaments. The

pictures with this brief statement show a desert scene with cowboys examining a plant, and a

tropical scene where explorers are looking at bamboo. The illustrations are good, accurately

showing snapshot-like images of the appropriate time period. They are not as exciting as, say,

Spiderman, but they move the reader through the story. The vocabulary is not simple, but there are

so few words and so many pictures that this works as a high-low book. Back matter includes a

Glossary, a Read More section, a Bibliography, an Index, and a list of Internet Sites. The sites are

maintained on Capstone s Facthound Site, where URLs are checked to make sure they are both

age appropriate and current. --Childrens Literature Comprehensive Database, July 2007

Scott R. Welvaert lives in Chaska, Minnesota, with his wife and two daughters. He has written many

children's books. Most recently, he has written about Helen Keller, the Donner Party, and Thomas

Edison. Scott enjoys reading and writing poetry and stories. He also enjoys playing video games

and watching the Star Wars movies with his children.

Just like Amelia Earhart, this is also a great historical adaptation. It narrates the invention of the light

bulb in minute details, including the possibility that there was someone else competing to make the

light bulb. In addition to this, there were other names that contributed to the development of the light

bulb mentioned in this story. This adaptation was quite realist and gets along pretty well in a science

course as well as in language arts. Excellent graphics too.

My grandson liked this book very much. Not only did it provide lots of interesting information about

Thomas Edison but it's presented in a comic strip format that makes it child friendly. If you have a

child that's curious about inventors this series of books is great.

We own several of these historical comic books and love them!

Great!



My son is into comic books, so this is a great way to teach him history. I'm learning a lot too!
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